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INTRODUCTION

This Handbook, effective October 1, 1996 supersedes all previously published rules and
regulations, announcements, statements, and publications with which it is inconsistent.
The rules and regulations set forth in this Handbook are binding upon all students who are
presently matriculated at Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law (CSL), who are on leave of absence
from CSL or who are CSL students visiting at other law schools. Students are deemed to have read
and understood both this Handbook and the school Bulletin (catalogue). Any questions concerning
the contents of the Student Handbook or the CSL Bulletin should be addressed to the Office of the
Dean.
CSL reserves the right to change its rules and regulations, admissions and graduation
requirements, course offerings, tuition, fees, and any other material set forth in its Bulletin or this
Handbook at any time without prior notice. Changes become effective when posted on the official
bulletin boards located on the second floor. Students should consult the designated bulletin boards
at CSL for changes.
Yeshiva University has adopted regulations to protect the privacy rights of its students under
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy act of 1974. Copies of the regulations are available upon
written request, accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope, to the Office of the Registrar.
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II.

ACADEMIC RULES AND REGULATIONS

A.

General Degree Req_uiRments
In order to graduate from CSL, a student must satisfy each of the following requirements:

1.

Completion of a minimum of 84 credits of which no more than 12 may be earned in clinical
courses. Students are referred to registration materials published prior to the beginning of
each semester for information on academic vs. clinical credits awarded for the completion of
courses and clinics.

2.

A cumulative grade point average of 2.000 or hig__her (see Section 11.D).

3.

Passing grades in all required courses (see Section 11.D.3).

4.

Satisfactory completion of conditions of academic probation, if any (see Section 11.E.5).

5.

Satisfactory completion of course work required for graduation within five (5) years of the
date of admission to CSL or six (6) years for those students who complete their first-year
requirements over two (2) summers [Accelerated Entry Plan] (see Section 11.F.3).

6.

Satisfaction of the six (6) semester full-time residency requirement (see Section 11.G).

7.

Timely completion of a "graduation check" with the Office of the Registrar and submission
of an "Application for Degree" packet (see Section 11.H.).

8.

Approbation of the faculty.

B.

Program RequiRmeuts

1.

First-Year Students

a.

All first-year students are required to take the following_ courses:

Fall Semester

Credits

Civil Procedure

3

2

Contracts

3

Property

3

Torts

3

Elements ofthe Law

3

Legal Writing & Research/Moot Court

2

Spriu Semester

Credits

Civil Procedure

3

Contracts

3

Property

3

Torts

3

Criminal Law

3

Legal Writing & Research/Moot Court

1

Civil Procedure, Contracts, Property, Torts and Legal Writing and Research/Moot Court are year
long courses. Although mid-tenn examinations may be given in these classes at the end of the full
semester, a single grade for the class is given at the end of the spring semester. This grade applies
equally to both semesters.
b.

Students in the January and May Accelerated Entry Plan (AEP) are required to take
all the above courses. The order and timing will vary.

c.

1he Faculty has resolved that the mean g_rade for a first- year course shall full within
the range of2.750-2.950.
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d.

Students who fail a first-year course are required to retake the course the next time
it is offered and pass it in order to graduate.

e.

All first-year students are assigned to a section which has a fixed schedule of classes.
Because students who attend CSL are expected to devote their full efforts to their
studies, section assignments will not be altered for any reason, including but not
limited to, employment, length of travel to and from school, or family commitments.

f.

Circumstances sometimes arise after enrollment which prevent a student from
maintaining a full course load. At the discretion of the Office of the Dean, such a
student may then be offered a "Leave of Absence" with whatever conditions the
Office of the Dean deems appropriate, or on rare occasions a student may be
permitted to drop a first-year course at any time with written permission from the
Office of the Dean. Whenever circumstances arise which interfere with a student's
maintaining a full course load, the student should immediately consult with the Office
of Student Services, Room 1033, for assistance and instructions.

2.

Second- and Third-Year Students
a.

All students nrust register for and successfully complete a total of 84 credits in order
to graduate (see Section II.A).

b.

The faculty has resolved that the standard mean grade for second- and third-year
courses in which there are 50 or more students shall be 2.670-3.000. Classes with
fewer than 50 students are not required to adhere to any standard mean range for
grades.
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c.

All students are required to complete at least 72 of the required 84 credits in non
clinical academic courses; 12 of the 84 those credits IDal'. be earned in "clinical"
courses. A student who carries more than 12 credits designated as clinical credits will
need to earn more than 84 credits to graduate. The following lists indicate clinical
and academic credit designations for the 1995-96 academic year. Students are
referred to registration materials distnbuted prior to registration for each semester for
further updates.
Clinical Credit Only:

All

of the -credits earned through participation in the following are considered

"clinical":
Alexander Fellows Program (10 credit Judicial Clerkship)
Bet Tzedek Community Service Clinic (8 credits)
Corporation Counsel Appellate Externship (4 credits)
Immigration Law Clinic (1 credit)
Innocence Project (4 credits)
Internships (1, 2 or 3 credits)
Paulsen Competition ( I credit)
Prosecutor Practicum (10 credits)
Telecommunications Workshop (3 credits)
Clinical Credit as Indicated:

5

Noted below in parentheses is the breakdown ofclinicaVacademic credits earned through participation
in the following programs. The first figure is the amount ofcredit deemed clinical out ofthe total
credit value.
Alternative Dispute Resolution/Mediation Clinic (2 of6)
Bet Tz.edek Legal Services (6 of10)
Criminal Appeals Clinic (2 of4)
Criminal Law Clinic (6 of11)
Real Estate Reporter (1 of2)
Tax Clinic (1 of3)

Four Academic Credits:
Up to four (4} academic credits in one or more of the following are considered
"academic". All credits above four earned for participation are considered "clinical":
Arts and Entertainment Law Journal

Independent Research
Law Review
Moot Court Board
New Europe Law Review
Women's Law Journal
Students� take more than 12 credits ofthe above courses. Only twelve ofthose credits, however,
will be counted toward the degree requirement of 84. This requirement applies to all Cardozo
students.
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d.

Upper-Level Writing Requirement
All students after the first year shall be required to complete a supervised paper or
other written work. Students may satisfy the supervised writing requirement in the
following ways:
I.

by completing__ an

aimroved

course or seminar that requires a

supervised paper or other written work;
ii.

by completing an independent study paper;

iii.

by completing a publishable note for the Law Review, New Europe
Law Review� Arts and Entertainment Law Journal or the Women's
Law Journal;

iv.

by receivin&. credit for Moot Court Honor Society participation;

v.

by participating in the Criminal Law Clinic, the Prosecutor Practicum,
the Alexander Fellows Judicial Clerkship Program, Corporate Counsel
Appellate Externship, Bet Tzedek Legal Services Clinic or the
Criminal Appeals Clinic.

Students will only receive writing credit for courses with a "w" designation next to course numbers
in the current year's registration materials. Students should not assmne they will receive writing credit
because a course requires a paper or gives a paper-writing option.
e.

Professional Responsibility Proficiency Requirement
CSL requires that its students demonstrate an awareness and understanding of their
ethical obligations as lawyers to their clients, to the wider society, and to themselves

7

as moral individuals and {!rofessionals.

CSL's requirement of demonstrated

proficiency in professional responsibility may be met in the following ways:
I.

successful completion of a course of two or more credits concerning
professional responsibility in the legal profession; m:

ii.

successful completion of a clinical program including, as certified by
the instructor, a professional responstbility component of not less than
fourteen (14) hours of instruction which may be segreg_ated from the
rest of the program or pervasive throughout it. For the current
academic year, these include the Criminal Law Clinic, the Mediation
Clinic and Bet Tzedek; or

iii.

successful completion of any upper-level law- school course entailing
substantial systematic study of the professional role and obligations of
lawyers in society, as certified by the instructor and approved by the
Dean ( specific courses that satisfy the professional responsibility
req_uirement for the current academic year are noted in the registration
materials available to students prior to the beginning of each
semester); or

iv.

successful completion of the Professional Responsibility course in the
Summer Institute;

f.

Advanced Legal Research
All students are required to take Advanced Leg_al Research in both their second and
third years of law school. This one-credit, pass/fail course is designed to help
8.

students develop research skills needed for the responsible practice of law. Ten hours
ofinstruction are offered in the second year and five hours in the third year. For the
third-year portion of the course, students elect one area from a pre-determined group
of topics in which to develop sophisticated research techniques. These topics are
selected by the instructor prior to the start of each semester. Participation on
journals, internship-related research, or any other activities involving research are not
considered acceptable substitutions for COIIl[)letion of the class.
3.

Coune Load Siu
a.

All second- and third-year students are required to register for twelve (12) to fifteen
and one half(15.5) credits per semester.
I.

Students who are on academic probation must receive written
permission from the Academic Standards Committee to take fewer
than twelve (12) credits in any semester (see Section 11.E.5).

ii.

Note that the rules of the New York State Court of Appeals for
admission to the bar re@ire a minimum of ten (10) credits per
semester to meet its full-time residency requirement.

Students

registering for less than 10 credits in a semester will be required to
petition the New York State Court of Appeals for a waiver of their 10
credit residency requirement prior to taking_ the bar exam. Students
are advised that such waivers are not always granted.
iii.

Note that some sources offinancial aid require that students maintain
specified course loads to be considered full-time students. Students
9

considering_ registering__ for fewer than 12 credits should consult with
the Office of Student Finance before doing so to make sure their
financial aid packas_,e will not be affected.
iv.

Students who wish to take less than ten (10) credits or more than
fifteen (15.5) credits must receive prior written permission from the
Office of the Dean and submit it with their registration materials.
Permission to take less than ten (10) credits will be g_ranted only for
the most compelling reasons.

C.

Credit Awards

1.

CSL Credits

a.

Credit is given for all courses taken at CSL for which the student registers correctly
(see Section ID), is in regular attendance (see Section 11.C.i.b), and receives a passing
grade (see Section II.D).

b.

Students are expected to attend all class meeting_s of courses in which they are
registered. A :racuhy member has the prerogative to disqualify a student from taking
an examination in a course for which the student has reg_istered if the student has not
attended class meetings. In the event that a student is dropped from a course for
failure to attend classes regµlarly1 the student shall receive either a grade of "F" or
"W'' at the discretion of the Office of the Dean. (Please note that for a student to be
eligible to sit for the New York Bar examinatio� CSL is required to certify that a
student has been in regular attendance.)
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2.

Transfer Credits

a.

G eneral Regulations
I.

The award of transfer credits is solely within the discretion of the
Office of the Dean.

n.

Transfer credit is awarded only for courses in which a student receives
at least a grade of "C" or its equivalent.

iii.

Because of the lack of comparability of grades at other schools,
grades in courses taken at other schools are not included in the
calculation of a student's wade point averag_e for purposes of
determining academic standing and class rank at CSL, or for
determination of honors.

iv.

In order for a transfer student to graduate with honors from Cardozo,
he or she must have completed four semesters at CSL and have a
GPA at CSL which falls within the honors range. By vote of the
facuhy, transfer students are eligible for all honors with the exception
of summa cum laude.

v.

Students who wish to obtain transfer credits (other than those
awarded to transfer students at the time of their admission) must
obtain FormP-9 from the Office of the Registrar and complete the top
part of the form. The form should then be submitted to the Office of
the Dean for a�roval, and returned to the Office of the Registrar

prior to taking the courses. Students may not apply for transfer of
11

credits in courses they have already be@lll, or for courses previously
completed.
b.

Transfer Students from other ABA-A(!proved Law Schools
I.

Each transfer student who is accepted at CSL after completing work
at another ABA-app_roved law school

is

informed in the letter of

acceptance which, if any, of the previous courses will be awarded
transfer credits at CSL. Reg_ardless of how many credits are accepted
for transfer, a student nmst successfully complete a minimum of three
full-time semesters and 42 credits at CSL in order to K!aciuate from
CSL.
ii.

Transfer and/or visiting_students will be provided an official GPA by
the Office of the Registrar for work done at CSL. However, transfer
and visiting__ students may not have or use a class rank until the
completion of four semesters at Cardozo. Transfer students must
clearly indicate all Jaw school�) attended on their current resume and
for all job application purposes. The words ''Candidate for JD, June
1999" should appear under the name of the degree granting

institution. In addition, students must clearly indicate the number of
semesters represented by their GPA, i.e., "3.142 for 2 semesters".
Transfer and visiting students are advised to consult with and seek
assistance from a

staff

member of the Center for Professional

Development regarding the representation of GPA, class rank, and

other infonnation on resumes, cover letters, etc. Failure to adhere to
all rules governing the representation of this information will result in
disciplinary action (see section IV.b.6).
c.

CSL Students Visiting at other ADA-Approved Law School
I.

In exceptional circumstances, a CSL student may be permitted to
obtain transfer credit towards a CSL degree for up to 30 credits (two
semesters) of course work. friw: written permission from the Office
of the Dean is required.

ii.

Regardless of how many credits are accepted for transfer, a student
must successfully complete a minimum of 54 credits (four full-time
semesters) at CSL in order to �uate from CSL.

d.

CSL Students Attending Summer School at other ADA-Approved Law Schools
I.

A CSL student may attend summer school at another ABA-approved
law school for CSL credit provided that the student is in good
academic standing_and has received wior written permission from the
Office of the Dean. Permission will be granted when it furthers a
student's legal education, especially when it permits enrollment in
courses the student would otherwise not be able to take at CSL.

ii.

Students who receive permission to enroll in summer schools for
transfer credit towards their CSL degrees may llQ1 thereby accelerate
their graduation [i.e., they will still be required to attend CSL for six
semesters as full-time students](see Section Il.G.).
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e.

CSL Students Taking_ Law-Related Courses at other than ADA-Approved Law
Schools

I.

A CSL student may be Qennitted to obtain transfer credit towards a
CSL degree for up to ten (10) credits of law-related course work at
schools other than AHA-approved law schools in exceptional
circumstances with JmQI written pennission from the Office of the
Dean. (This provision is &._enerally used by students pursuing graduate
degrees in law-related fields, such as business and public
administratio� or in forei&!} law schools on a part-time and summer
basis while at CSL.)

ii.

Students who receive Qennission to transfer credits towards a CSL
degree for law-related course work at other schools may require a
waiver of strict COII1Qliance with the New York State residency
requirements from the New York Court of Appeals. Information
about this p_rocedure may be obtained from the Office of Student
Services.

iii.

No credit may be �ven for work completed prior to matriculation at
CSL.

D.

Grades

1.

Grade Scale

The work of each student in each course is graded on the following basis:
A = Excellent
B = Good
C = Fair
14

D=Poor
F = Failed
G = Adroioistrative.Ea_ilure
I = Incomplete
M = Missin&_ (not submitted by instructor)
P = Passed ( used in special courses or circumstances)
W = Withdrew without Penalty or Preiudice
Y = Year course/second semester grade applies to both semesters
The symbol"+" suffixed to the grades of A, B, C, and D and the symbol"-"suffixed to the grades
of A, B, and C indicate the upper and lower thirds, respectively, of the ranges covered by those
grades.

2.

lncompletes
a.

Any student who has an effective written �rmission form on file in the Office of the
Registrar authorizing the rescheduling of an examination or an extension of time for
submitting a � or other req_uired course work receives a grade of"I"(I ncomplete)
for the course for so long as the written permission is effective (see Section II.I. 7).

b.

Students who fail to secure prior written �rmission for rescheduling examinations or
extensions of time for submitting papers or other required course work, or who fail
to complete such work by the dates specified on the written �sion forms and also
fail to obtain new written permissions before the expiration of the previous
permissions receive g_rades of"F" for the incomplete work.
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c.

All "M" grades present on a student's record for a period of 6 month will
automatically be changed to a "F" or administrative failure.

3.

Failing Grades

a.

No credit is awarded for a course in which a student receives a failing_ grade.
However, :failing grades are computed into the student's grade point average (see
Section 11.D.8).

b.

Any student who

mils a first year course must reg__ister for and complete the course as

soon as it is offered again. (A student is not permitted to retake an examination.)
c.

Any student who does not complete or who fails Legal Writing must g_et approval
from the Director of Legal Writing and Moot Court, and the Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs before reg_istering__ for Moot Court.

d.

A student who mils an elective course is not required to repeat the course but may do
so.

e.

If a student chooses to retake a course in which s/he previously received a failing

grade and the student receives a passing grade, both grades are recorded on the
student's transcript and calculated into the student's �e point averag_e (see Section
11.D.8).4.
4.

Grade Posting

Grades are posted on the second floor bulletin boards by course and the last six digits of the
student's I.D. number shortly after they are received by the Office of the Registrar. In courses
with fewer than ten (10) students, grades will not be posted. In such course, students may
obtain their grades from the Office of the Registrar upon presentation of a valid student
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identification card. Under no circumstances will 8!'8rle information be g_iven out over the
phone. Grades for mid-year examinations in year-long courses will not be posted by the Office
of the Registrar.

The faculty member will provide students with information on their

performance by posting grades at a location designated by the faculty member, or by
providing information to students in some other fashion (e.g. returning exams in class for
review).
Students who would like infonnation on which sets of grades have been received and posted
on the second floor may call the Grade Hotline at (212) 790-0257.
5.

Examination Review
A student has the right to review his or her final examination or paper at a time which is
convenient for the instructor for up to one year after the date of the examination. Students
who wish to review exams should contact their instructors directly to arrange an appointment.

6.

Grade Changes
Once a grade has been submitted to the Office of the Reg_istrar it is final. An instructor may
not thereafter change a grade � there has been a computational error. A new evaluation
of the substance of an examination is not a "comp_utational error." Students who wish to have
their examination reviewed for computational errors should contact their professor directly.
Third year students must do so prior to their date of S!aduation.

7.

Unofficial Grade Reports
Unofficial grade reports ("Student Copy!' transcripts} are distributed to all students by the
Office of the Registrar. Any student who believes a grade report is in error should notify the
Office of the Registrar promptly.
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8.

Grade Point Averages (GPA's)
a.

Cunm1ative and semester �ade point averag_es are-determined and actions are taken
by the faculty Academic Standards Committee on the basis of grades in completed
courses. Actions are not delayed pending receipt of grades in incomplete courses,
ahhough actions may be modified upon receipt of such grades and adjustment of the
relevant �ade point averages.

b.

For purposes of calculating grade point averages, grades for year-long courses which
have no separate official grade for the first semester are calculated as if all the credits
were earned during the second semester of the course.

c.

Grades from courses taken at other schools for transfer credit towards a CSL degree
are nQ1 included in the calculation of CSL grade point averages.

d.

Students can obtain their official grade point averages from the Office of the
Registrar. Grade point averages are calculated and given to students after the
completion of the spring_ semester only. GPA's are not recalculated after the fall
semester. Grade point averages are calculated only after grades for all courses are
submitted and processed.

e.

Calculation of Grade Point Averages
Each grade has a numerical value: A = 4; B = 3; C = 2; D = 1; F

=

0. A plus is

counted as 1/3 of a point higher and a minus as 1/3 of a point lower.
In order to calculate a student's grade point average, the following method should be
used:
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I.

Fill in the blanks below with the number of credits received in each grade
category disregarding pluses and minuses, and do the arithmetic as indicated.
A __ cr. x 12= __
R -- CL.

X.

9= --

X

6=

C

er.

D

CI- X.

3= --

F

er.

O= --

X

TOTALS:
ii.

Subtract the number of credits of minuses from the number of credits of
pluses:
er. +
er __ (This could result in a positive or a neg_ative number.)

iii.

Add the resulting number in part (ii) above to the total of the colunm on the
right in part (I) above.

iv.

Multiply the total of the colunm on the left in part (I) above by 3.

v.

Divide the resulting_number in part (iii} above by the number in part (iv}. This
is the official grade point average.

The following is a sample calculation of a student grcuie point averag_e using the formula above:
A student received the following grades in five courses one semester: A- (3 credits), A- (2 credits),
B (2 credits), B- (2 credits), C+ (3 credits).
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A....L er. x 12= 60

Step I.

B ...£ er. x 9= --3,Q_
C_Lcr. x 6=�
D _Q__cr. x 3= _Q_
F _Q_ er. x O= _Q_
TOTALS:

J2...

Step ii.
_l_ er. pluses
-7 er. minuses

Step iii.

114
�
110

Step iv.

12 X 3= 36

Step v.

110/36= 3.055
3.055 is the student's official grade point average.

Note: Rounding off 1/3 to decimals for other methods of calculation will not necessarily
resuh in the official grade point average used by CSL to determine academic status and class
standing.
9.

Class Ranking System
a.

The Office of the Dean publishes "class rank curves" which indicate the percentage
groups in which actual student grade point averages fall each year.. The curves

summariz.e the cumulative grade point averages of members of the first, second and
third year classes. No individual class rank information will be disclosed.
b.

No student is req_uired to use, or even inq_uire about, grade �int averag_e or class
standing data. However, inaccurate reporting of grade point averages or class
standing on reswnes is a violation of CSL's ethical standards and may result in loss of
the use ofthe Center for Professional Development facilities and/or other appropriate
disciplinary action. Students who do use class standing_ information may refer only
to the group on the published curve in which their grade point averages fall (e.g. "top
10%") and should not use any more specific categories (e.g. "top 8%") than those on
· the published curve. Students wishing to update their grade point average at mid-year
may only do so with the assistance and a�roval of the Registrar or the Office of the
Dean. Students, however, may not update class rank information until the end of the
academic year.

c.

Individual grade �int averag_es are not disclosed to anyone except the particular
student and, on the basis of approved need, CSL faculty and administration. Grade
point averages will not be �ven out by phone under any circumstances.

E.

Academic Standards: Maintenance of Status. Dismissal. Readmission and Probation

1.

Maintenance of Academic Standing
Students are required to maintain a �ade p_oint averag_e (GPA) of at least 2.000 for the
courses taken in each semester and cumulatively for the courses taken in all semesters at CSL.
A student who receives a semester (noncumulative) GPA below 2.000 may be dismissed and,
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ifnot dismissed, is automatically p1aced on academic probation. A student with a cumulative
GPA below 2.000 will not be allowed to graduate.
2.

Academic Standards Committee
The CSL faculty has dele&_ated authority to the faculty Academic Standards Committee to
promulgate and implement rules and policies relating to academic standards, and to decide
cases involving individual students' academic standin& The faculty retains the authority to
change the rules, policies and individual decisions made by the Academic Standards
Committee.

3.

Automatic Dismissal
a.

A student whose GPA for the first year is below 2.000 is automatically dismissed.

b.

A student whose semester (noncumulative) GPA for the third semester (i.e., the first
semester ofupQer-class courses) is below 2.000 is automatically placed on academic
probation and must achieve a semester (noncumulative) GPA for the fourth semester
of at least 2.000 as a condition of probation. The committee may req__uire any such
student to achieve a GPA higher than 2.000 for the fourth semester. Failure to satisfy
the fourth semester GPA condition results in automatic dismissal.

c.

A student whose cumulative GPA at the end of four semesters is below 2.000 is
automatically dismissed.

d.

A student whose cumulative GPA after accumulation of the 84 credits required to
graduate is below 2.000 is automatically dismissed.
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4..

Readmission After Dismissal
a.

The Academic Standards Committee has exclusive jurisdiction over all applications
for readmission by persons who have been dismissed from CSL (or who withdrew
under circmmtances that would have �ed or req_uired dismissal) because of their
academic performance.

b.

Any application for readmission must be made by filing a written petition, addressed
to the Academic Standards Committee, with the Office of the Dean within ten (10)
business days after the date of the letter of dismissal, whichever occurs later. The
petition need not follow any particular fonnat. It must contain, however, a statement
of reasons why the person thinks s/he should be readmitted and include all relevant
mets and documentation. Students who would like assistance in their petitions may
contact the Office of Student Affairs.

c.

The Connnittee makes each decision on readmission on the basis of the petition and
the student's academic record.

Any person who is readmitted is on academic

probation (see Section 11.E.5).
d.

The Academic Standards Committee may reiect a petition for readmission or readmit
a person on such conditions as the Committee detennines to be appropriate, including,
but not limited to, requiring a person to repeat the first year in its entirety and
requiring a person to achieve a specified GPA significantly above 2.000 (e.g., 2.500
or better). The Committee is authoriz.ed to impose such sanctions for failure to satisfy
conditions of readmission as it detennines to be appropriate, including, but not limited
to, final dismissal.
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e.

Any person who wants the Faculty to review a decision of the Academic Standards
Committee must submit a written petition, addressed to the Faculty, with the Office
of the Dean, within five (5) business days after the date of notification of the decision.
The petition to the Faculty need not follow any particular format and need not include
the reasons, mets and documentation contained in the first petition to the Academic
Standards Committee.

The Faculty ordinarily does not review decisions of the

Academic Standards Committee. If it does decide to review a particular decision, its
review will be on the basis of the petition to the Faculty, the petition to the Academic
Standards Committee, the :Qerson's student record, and the oral or written report of
the Academic Standards Committee.

S.

Conditions of Academic Probation
a.

Any student who is on academic probation may be dismissed for failure to adhere to
the conditions of such p_robation.

b.

The following condition applies to all students on academic probation: written
permission from the Academic Standards Committee must be obtained for any
extension of time to take any examination or submit any paper or other required
work beyond the be8!fiillll&_ofthe semester after the semester in which the course was
taken, and/or to take a course load ofless than 12 credits in any semester. Permission
will be granted only in truly exigent circumstances and rarely will be granted to a
student with a cumulative GPA below 2.000.
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c.

The Committee may impose additional conditions on particular students, including,
but not limited to, a "Leave of Absence," approval of the student's program of
courses, or a specified minimum GPA.

F.
1.

Withdrawal from CSL and Leave of Absence
A student may receive permission from the Office of the Dean to withdraw from school.
Students considering withdrawal should contact the Office of Student Services for assistance.

2.

A student who wishes to withdraw from CSL and is certain he or she will not wish to return
at a future date should request an "Honorable Withdrawal."

3.

A student who wishes to withdraw from CSL and thinks he or she may wish to return at a
future date should req_uest a "Leave of Absence."
a.

Leaves of absence are granted for a minimum of one semester and a maximum of two
semesters. In extraordinary circumstances, additional leaves may be permitted.
However, only in cases of serious illness or service in the Armed Forces are students
permitted waivers of the requirement that they receive their degrees within five years
of the date they are admitted to CSL.

b.

A student who is permitted to take a Leave of Absence must also "maintain status"
by filing appropriate forms with the Office of the Registrar and paying a fee at the
Office of Student Finances.

c.

Note that students on leaves of absence are responsible for staying informed ofCSL's
rules and regulations which are subject to change.
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4.

In addition to following_ procedures to withdraw from CSL, students who have already
registered for courses for a semester during which they subsequently withdraw must also
follow the procedures to drop all courses (see Section 111.A.10).

5.

Students who wish to withdraw from CSL must obtain appropriate forms from the Office of
the Registrar (form Ml 5 for Honorable Withdrawal or form Ml 3 for Leave of Absence, and
form RY27.1 for each course withdrawal, when necessary), fill out the tops of the forms, and
obtain an approval-granting__s�ture from the Student Affairs Coordinator or the Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs. When necessary, students must also obtain signatures from the
instructor. The maintenance of status fee must be paid to the Office of Student Finance, and
all completed forms submitted to the Office of the Registrar. Students requiring assistance
with this process should contact the Office of Student Services.

6.

Refunds Upon Withdrawal
a.

Students who withdraw during the first two weeks of a semester are eligible for a
refund of 75% of tuition; students who withdraw during the second two weeks of the
semester are eli�ble for a refund of 50% of the tuition. Fees, however, are not
refundable regardless of withdrawal date. Students who withdraw after the first four
weeks are not eJi&!ble for any refund and are responsible for paying the full tuition for
the entire semester.

b.

To receive a refund the student must submit a written request to the Office of
Student Finances.

c.

The official date of a withdrawal is the date the Office of the Registrar processes the
completed withdrawal forms.
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G.

Residency RequiRment

1.

Unless a student is granted �on by the Office of the Dean when the student is admitted
to CSL as a transfer student or when the student is permitted to become a visiting student
elsewhere (see section II.C.2), a student must have attended CSL as a full-time student for
at least six (6) semesters in order to graduate from CSL. (Thus, students who earn 84 credits
after only five semesters do not fulfill the CSL residency req_uirement for W3duation.)
Participation in CSL's Sunnner Institute, study abroad programs, or credit-granting sunnner
propns at other institutions will not count towards fulfillment of the residency requirement.

2.

A student must register for and complete twelve (12) credits in a semester in order to be
considered a full-time student for that semester. If a student siS!}S a written waiver from the
Office of the Registrar, the student may register for ten (10) or eleven (11) credits. Students
should be aware, however1 that to reg__ister for less than 12 credits for a semester means that
they will no longer be eligible for certification as a full-time student pursuant to the State
Education Department's re�tions, and that this may effect their elig_ibility for loans,
scholarships and other external pro�. Students who are receiving insurance coverage as
aduh dependents (ie. those being__ covered by a parent's plan) may lose their eligibility if they
do not maintain full-time status. Foreign students may also be required to carry twelve credits
to remain eligtble to continue their studies in the United States. Students are advised to check
with their loan, scholarship and insurance sources before registering for less than twelve (12)
credits. CSL will not be responsible should a student decide to reg_ister for less than twelve
(12) credits and, as a result, lose his/her eligibility for loans, insurance coverage, or any other
benefits and privileges dependant on full-time student status.
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H.

"Graduation Check" Agointments and "Agplication for Pa:ree Packet

1.

After a student has registered for his or her fifth semester (the semester prior to the student's
last semester), the student umst make an appointment with the Office of the Registrar for a
"graduation check." At this time, the student's record is reviewed, graduation requirements
are discussed, and handwriting specimens required for the New York State Bar Examination
are completed.

2.

Each candidate for graduation is also required to submit to the Office of the Registrar a
completed "Application for Degree" packet at the start of his or her fifth semester.

3.

Students who rail to satisfy these two requirements may inadvertently rail to fulfill other
graduation requirements and requirements to sit for the New York State Bar Examination,
and may also substantially delay the award of their diplomas.

I.

Final Examinations and Papers

1.

Permissible Rescheduling of Examinations
a

Final Examinations can only be rescheduled for one of the following two reasons:
I.

A student has more than two examinations scheduled in a two day period, or
more than three examinations in a three day period, or more than four
examinations in a four day period.

ii.

A student has a serious � or family crisis (such as death in the immediate
family) which prevents him or her from taking the scheduled examination.

b.

To reschedule an examination, a student must have llllQI

written pennission from the

Office of the Dean :unless the reason for rescheduling is based on an unexpected
problem that arises during the examination period. If such an emergency precludes
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the possibility of obtaining_ prior written permission, the student or the student's
representative must contact the Office of Student Services JmQI to the time scheduled
for the administration of the examination, and then submit the Request to Reschedule
an Examination form for written permission as soon as possible.
c.

All requests for rescheduling examinations must be submitted on the appropriate
Request to Reschedule an Examination Form which is available in the Student
Services' Office. Any medical excuse must be supported by a signed note from a
physician stating that the student's medical problem prevents the student from taking
the examination as scheduled. Students are warned that once they sit for an
examination, no reexamination will be allowed Should a student take an examination
while ill, and should his or her performance be negatively affected by illness, no
remedy will be available to the student. There will be no consideration given to the
student's physical condition at the time of the examination in awarding a grade. For
that reason, students who are ill on the day of an examination, or who have family
emergencies which may impact upon their performance, are strongly advised to
consuh with the Office of Student Services before the scheduled examination time to
determine whether they should sit for the examination or reschedule the test.

d.

If a request for rescheduling an examination is granted, the Office of Student Services
will arrange a date and time for the make-u� examination. All exams must be
rescheduled within the two weeks following the end of that semester's exam period.
Some students mcing extreme circumstances may be eligible for waivers of this "two
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week" rule, but the granting of such waivers is solely at the discretion of the Office
of Student Services and/or the Associate Dean for Academic Affilirs.
e.

If the student requesting the rescheduling of an examination is on academic probation,
the specific date of the rescheduled examination must be approved by the Chairman
of the Academic Standards Committee, unless the date is prior to the beginning of the
semester after the semester in which the course was taken (see Section 11.E.5).

f.

A student who has received pennission to reschedule an examination for a date more
than two weeks after the end of the examination period may have the course in
question completely omitted from consideration in computing his or her grade point
average for purposes of academic standing, honors and awards.

g.

Students with documented disabilities may apply for exam administration under
special conditions through the Office ofStudent Services. Students who were granted
special exam administration conditions at their wxiergraduate institution and/or on the
LSAT are strongly urged to discuss exam administration options at Cardom. This
will not only be important in creating optimal condition for performance at CSL, but
also it may be essential to obtaining special conditions for the administration of state
bar examinations.

l.

Late Arrivals

A student who arrives late to an examination is not entitled to an extension of time in which
to complete the examination. Students arriving up to 10 minutes late for an exam should
report to their examination room. Any student arriving more than 10 minutes late should
report immediately to the Office of Student Services.
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3.

Failure to Appear
Any student who

rails to take an examination at the scheduled time will receive the grade of

"F" for the course unless the Office of the Dean has granted pennission to reschedule the
examination and the specific date scheduled for taking the examination has not passed.
Should a medical emergency result in a student's failure to take an examination and his/her
inability to contact the Office ofthe Dean prior to the day of the examination, the student (or
his/her representative) should contact the Office of Student Services as soon as possible.
4.

Correct Course/Section Examinations

All students must take examinations only for the course and section for which they are
registered. Any student taking an exam in a section for which s/he is not registered will
receive an "F" fur the course. Students will nQ1 be permitted to adjust their registration after
the course is over.
5.

Re-Examination Policy

Once a student has taken an examination, no re-examination will be given. No excuse -
illness, lack of preparation, or any other reason -- will be accepted as grounds for re
examination or additional testing. A student is considered to have taken an examination once
s/he has received the examination question(s), except in the case of incapacitating illness or
family crisis that occurs suddenly during the examination to a person who had no indication
of the problem when the examination started. Any such problem must be reported
itmnediately to the Office of Student Services by the student or the student's representative.
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6.

Administrative Withdrawals

Special Notice: It is the prerogative of the Office of the Dean to instruct the Registrar to
withdraw students involuntarily from courses which they have been unable to attend, unable
to complete, or both, due to illness or other reasons. The Office of the Dean will promptly
notify a student if such an action is being taken.
7.

Extension of Time for Submitting Papers or other Assignments

a.

A student is expected to complete all required course work during the semester in
which the course is taken. Papers and assignments other than final examinations are
due on the dates specified by the course instructor, and in no event later than the last
day of the examination period for that semester.

b.

A student who is unable to complete course work other than examinations by the end
ofthe semester because ofillness or other good reason must obtain written permission
from the instructor for an extension of time to complete the work. The written
permission must be requested on Form T4.5, available from the Office of the
Registrar. 1be student must fill out the reasons for the request and take the form to
the instructor, who may approve or reject the request, or advise the student to
withdraw from the course.

c.

When a request is approved, the instructor chooses a specific date by which the
incomplete course work is due. The due date cannot be later than the md of the
immediately following spring semester for a course taken in the fall semester; it must
be prior to the beiiJllil)i of the immediately following fall semester for a course taken
in the spring semester. Any extension of time beyond these dates requires the written
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permission on the form of the Office of the Dean as well as the instructor, and such
permission

will

be granted only in very compelling circwnstances. A form is no

longer effective after the specified due date has passed, and the student automatically
receives a grade of"F."
d.

Ifa student requesting an extension is on academic probation, the due date chosen by
the instructor must be approved by the Academic Standards Committee, unless the
due date is prior to the beginning of the semester after the semester in which the
course was taken.

e.

In order for an extension to be effective, the student must take the completed form
to the Office ofthe Registrar to be placed in the student's file. Unfilled extensions are
void and without effect, as is verbal permission by the instructor.

8.

Typing of Examinations
Students who wish to type their examinations must apply for permission through the Office
ofStudent Services two weeks before the beginning of the exam period. Student who wish
to type examinations must supply their own typewriters, paper and extension cords. No word
processors are permitted.

IIL

REGISTRATION AND OTHER SERVICES

A.

General .Rqistration Information

1.

Registration Materials and Their Distribution
Registration materials are published and distnbuted to students prior to the beginning of each
semester. Registration materials for the m.11 semester are mailed to all students during the
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summer, and are distributed by the Office of the Registrar during the fall semester for the
spring semester immediately following. Students who have not received fall registration
packets by the second week in July should contact the Office of Student Services to make
sure their material has been properly sent. Students who are on leave during the fall semester
should receive spring registration packets by mail early in November. If materials are not
received by that time, students should call the Office of Student Services. Registration
materials and the academic calendar included with these materials must be read carefully prior
to fall registration as they contain information regarding the entire academic year .. These
materials must also be consulted for information on the time and place of registration.
Supplements to registration materials will be posted throughout the registration period and
the first few weeks of class. Students should check the official bulletin boards daily for
changes in class schedules, new and canceled courses.

2.

Semester Registration
All students must register each semester. (Note that first year students must register for the
fall semester during Orientation and for the spring semester on the specified day during the
spring registration period, even though all of their courses are required and they are assigned
to specific sections with fixed schedules). The information packets include the times and
places for fall registration, and spring registration information is posted at the appropriate
time on the official bulletin boards and outside the Office of the Registrar. AEP �dents
should carefully check posted material for their appropriate day/time of registration.
Questions may be directed to the Office of the Registrar.
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3.

Clearance by the Office of Student Finance
Students are not permitted to register until they have fully paid tuition and fees or received
written pennission for late payment from the Office of Student Finances. Students must have
their registration cards stamped and initialed by an Office of Student Finance staff member
before registering.

4.

Undergraduate Transcripts
Students must have an official copy of their underwactuate transcript on file with the Office
of the Registrar in order to be permitted to register. Official transcripts must be mailed
directly from the Registrar's Office of the undergraduate institution to CSL's Office of the
Registrar. Students who have questions regarding their undergraduate transcripts should
contact the Office of the Registrar.

5.

Late Registration
Any student who does not register on the date designated in the academic calendar may
register late up to the first day of classes. A late registration fee of ten ($10.00) dollars is
charged for registration after the initially desig_nated date.

6.

Course ConOicts
A student may not emoll in a course for which any published meeting time conflicts with any
published meeting time of other courses in which the student is enrolled. In the event that a
student does emoll in courses with such conflicts, the student will not be S!ven credit for the
conflicting course which has fewer credit hours. Students should check their course
confirmations and course times carefully. Should there appear to be a time conflict, students
should check with the Office of the Registrar immediately.
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7.

Prerequisites and Corequisites

a

It is each student's responstbility to ascertain what prerequisites and corequisites exist,
if any, fur enrolhnent in upper-class courses by checking the registration infonnation
packet.

b.

If a student enrolls in a course for which the prerequisite has not been previously
satisfied or the corequisite contemporaneously satisfied, no credit for the course will
be granted, even if the prerequisite or corequisite is satisfied subsequently.

c.

Upon occasion, a faculty member may waive a course prerequisite for an individual
student. When such a waiver is granted, the faculty member must contact the Office
of Student Services so the waiver can be recorded.

8.

Oversubscribed Course

All courses have enrollment limitations based on room size, course format, and/or other
factors. Unless otherwise specified in the registration materials, third-year students who
register on time are given priority over second-year students. Registration cards are
processed randomly by student year. Although an effort is made to see that no one is closed
out of more than one class each semester, this cannot be guaranteed. Students are advised
to check their schedule confirmations carefully, and are reminded that third-year status does
not guarantee enrollment in a class.
9.

Alternate Program Selection

All students are strongly advised to list alternate course selections on the back of their
registration cards. Should a course close on a student, the Office of the Registrar will check
the list of alternate selections and substitute one that fits in the student's schedule to replace
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the closed course. By providing alternate selections a student does not increase the likelihood
that s/he will be closed out of a first choice since alternate selections are only substituted once
a course has been closed. Rather, s/he decreases the likelihood of being closed out of second
and third choices on Program Change Day, and may eliminate the need for last minute course
substitutions to maintain full-time status. Second-year students are reminded that spaces in
seminars and courses meeting the upper-level writing requirement are strictly limited, ap.d
openings are usually taken by third-year students. Second-year students may attempt to
register for such courses, but should always anticipate their closure, and provide an alternate
course choice.
10.

Program Adjustment

Students who are closed out of an oversubscn"bed class and who wish to make changes in
their schedule may do so during their designated Program Change period. At this time,
students may make an unlimited number of changes in a single transaction without incurring
the ordinary ten ($10.00) dollar add/drop charge.

Students should check published

registration materials or contact the Registrar's Office for information on their scheduled
Program Change period.
11.

Closed Course Lists

Following each day of registration and the add/droI! period, Closed Course Lists are posted
outside the Office of the Registrar and the Student Affilirs Office. These lists include all
courses that have closed during that day's registration period, as well as those that remain
closed from previous days.
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Courses appearing on the current Closed Course List are closed for that entire day's
registration or add/drop session. If spots become available during the day as a result of
students dropping a class, students may not reg_ister for the class that day. Only if the course
is listed on a Re-Opened Course List (found at the bottom of the Closed Course List) will
students be able to register for a previously closed course unless they are given permission
to register through the Wait List Process.

12.

Wait Lists
A student closed out of a course for which s/he is eligible to enroll will automatically be
placed on the Wait List for that c1ass. (Third-year students will receive priority over second
year students). As spots become available, students will be contacted by phone and given
permission to register.

Students should follow regular add/drop procedure to effect

reg_istration for the class.
Students who wish to be put on the Wait List for a class after their assigned Program Change
Day may do so throughout the Add/Drop period. Students making late applications to Wait
Lists will be placed on the lists on a "first come-first served" basis.
Students should not asswne that they will be able enroll in any class for which they have been
Wait Listed. Rather, they must select an alternate course from those classes remaining open
and register for it.
Students should also not attempt to circwnvent the Wait List System by contacting_ professors
for pennission to enter a closed course. Even if permission is granted by the professor for a
student to enroll, the student will not be permitted to register for the class.
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13.

Re-Opened Coones

If a previously closed course has no students remaining_ on its Wait List and spots become
available during add/drop period as a result ofstudents' program changes, the course will be
placed on the Re-Opened Course List l)Osted with the Closed Course List at the end of the
day. This means that students are eligible to register for this class on a "first come-first
served" basis duringthe next day's add/drop session. No permission is required.
14.

Dropping and Adding Coones

a.

All second- and third-year students are permitted to drop and add courses at
designated times during the registration period and during the add/drop period at the
beginning_ ofeach semester.

b.

There is a charge often ($10.00) dollars for each simultaneous set ofchanges, except
that there is no charge for the first set ofsimultaneous changes made by a student who
has been closed out ofa course due to oversubscription or cancellation. In addition,
the $10.00 fee will not be charged during the first week ofclasses.

c.

After the add/drop period, students may withdraw from courses until the date
designated as the last day to withdraw from courses on the calendar for that academic
year. During_ this period, a student who wishes to withdraw from a course must
obtain and complete Form R27.1 from the Office ofthe Registrar. There is no charge
for course withdrawal.

d.

After the date designated as the last day to withdraw from courses, students will be
granted permission to withdraw from courses only wider extraordinary circumstances.
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A student who wishes to withdraw from a course at such a time must contact the
Office of Student Services to discuss withdrawal.
e.

If a course is dropped during the add/drop period, the course does not appear on the
student's�- If a course is dro�d after the add/drop_ �riod, a �e of "W''
is recorded on the student's transcript. (The grade of "W'' means "withdrew without
�nalty or �eiudice").

f.

A student who withdraws from a year-long_fourse after comp_leting__the first semester
will lose credit for the first semester.

g.

If a student does not follow the procedures outlined above to drop or withdraw from
a course before the end of the semester in which the student is registered for the
course, and the student does not take the final examination or otherwise comp_lete the
course requirements, the student automatically receives a grade of "G" (administrative
failure; counted as a failure in GPA calculations) for the course.

h.

Any student contemplating dropping or withdrawing from a course should consider
the effect on residency status (_see section 11.G} and on :financial aid re�ements.

B.

Special Courses and Programs

1.

Independent Research
a.

Purpose

The purpose of grcmting_credit for ind�ent research is to enable a student to write
a significant research paper under the supervision of a full-time faculty member. (This
does nQ1 include adjunct faculty nor does it include full-time faculty on leave in the
semester covering the Independent Research.) While students are offered the
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opportunity to write in most seminars, it is recognized that there may be interest in
subject areas not covered by these classes. Independent Research is not intended to
be a gap filler for students who need one or two more credits to meet the semester
minimum load or graduation requirements. It is not intended to be an afterthought
but rather a research project which is carefully planned and well-thought-out in
advance. Moreover, it is also not intended to enable students to receive academic
credit for internships or extemships with judges, ag_encies or law firms. Students who
do not contemplate a major research effort culminating in a significant paper may not
register for Independent Research.
b.

Restrictions
Students should be aware that papers written for Independent Research Projects may
not be submitted for credit as a paper for another course and vice versa. In instances
where students would like to do an Independent Research Project in an area related
to another class, the student must receive pennission from the supervisor of the
research 1U'Q.iect and the course's :grofessor 12�or to embarkinK, on the two 121'.Qjects.
Students doing Independent Research Project in conjunction with other classes will
be reqµired to submit separate work products for each endeavor in order to receive
credit. In some cases, portions of the projects may overlap, but students must consult
closely with both faculty members so that the requirements of each project are clearly
understood and met. Failure to precisely follow professor's directives regarding these
projects, or failure to seek permission and g_uidance on related projects from both
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supervisors may resuh in a failing grade on one or both projects as well as disciplinary
action by the law school.
c.

Registration Procedures
To register for Independent Research, a student must obtain priw: approval of the
supervising faculty member and the Office of the Dean on Form P20J which is
available from the Office of the Registrar. This form must be submitted at
registration. Students may receive a maximum of 3 credits in Independent Research
toward ara4Yation; however, they may receive no more than 2 credits in any one
semester.

2.

Internship
a.

Purpose
The Educational Policy Committee expects the Internship course to enable a student
who is undertaking legal work in an unpaid capacity for a judge or administrative
agency in the� sector to receive credit for that work from the law school. Other
non-judicial experiences in government or public interest law, however, will be
considered for credit if the Committee determines that the student will be properly
supervised in the work he will be doing. The Committee considers a student's GPA
as a fuctor in evaluating internship applications. Except in unusual circumstances, the
Committee will not award credit to students whose GPA's are under 2.400. The
purpose of this rule is to encourag_e such students to concentrate on their studies,
rather than invest their time working. Students are cautioned that the Educational
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Policy Committee does not expect to indiscriminately award credit when the
experience will not further a student's legal education.
b.

Credits (Effective Spring Semester 1997)

c.

Internship Registration Procedures
To register for an Internship, a student must obtain prior approval and permission
from the Educational Policy Committee. Interested students are expected to submit
written proposals to the Committee detailing_ the work they will be doing_ and the
supervision they will receive. It is the student's respoilSlbility to prepare a professional
proposal that justifies substituting work experience for cow-se work. A transcript or
grade sheet must accompany the proposal. Materials describing the application
procedure in detail are available in the Center for Professional Development.
Students should register for a full course load during registration. If the proposal
submitted is approved, a student may adjust his or her schedule without penalty.

Special Note:

The granting of approval by the Educational Policy Committee for a

student's internship for credit does llQ1 automatically register the student for the
course. This is a two step process. Step one is application for the granting or denial
of approval. Step two is registering for the course. To register for the course the
student must obtain and complete and add/drop card and form P20J.1 from the Office
of the Registrar, and have them si�ed by an appropriate individual from the Deans
Office. These forms must then be submitted to the Office of the Registrar to officially
complete the registration process.
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3.

Summer Institute
a.

Program Description
The Swnmer Institute offers a series of intensive seminars for credit in a wide range
of substantive areas of the law, i.e. Bankruptcy Practice, Environmental Litigation,
International Trade Law, Civil and Criminal Litigation, Entertainment Law, Judicial
Process and Ethics, and Urban Law and Government. Seminars combine with
placement in related job settings to complete the program. Two credits are earned for
work successfully completed. A course in Professional Responsibility is offered, also,
for one additional credit.

b.

Registration Procedure
The Swmner Institute is open to students during the summer months following their
first and/or second year. Emollment is by application to the Center for Professional
Development in the preceding__sprin& No second-year student may participate in the
Program whose first-year GPA is below 2.0. No first-year student who has received
a final grade of C- or lower in any first-year course will be permitted to participate.
Note: Participation in the Swmner Institute will not count towards fulfillment of the
6 semester residency reqp.irement.

C.

Transcripts

1.

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
In accordance with the provisions of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
and except where permitted by the Act, a transcript is not issued without the student's written
request. Details are given in the University's FERPA policy statement, a copy of which may
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be obtained by sending a request to the Office of the Reg_istrar with a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.
2.

Complete Transcripts
Records of students are sent only in the form of complete transcripts. No partial records are
sent, nor are records listing courses without grades.

3.

Requests for Transcript Correction
A student who believes that there is an error in his or her academic record (e.g., in a grade,
average, credit value or course title) must promptly notify the Office of the Registrar. Even
if there has been an error on the part of the University, no request for a correction will be
entertained unless the student notifies the Office of the Registrar within three (3) months after
unofficial grade reports have been distributed.

4.

Requests for Transcripts
Requests for transcripts nrust be made in writing__to the Office of the Regj.strar. Requests will
usually be honored within eight (8) business days. The charge is $4.00 for the first transcript
and $3.00 for each additional transcrip_t ordered at the same time. Rush service (three
working days) is available at a cost of $8.00 for the first transcript and $6.00 for each
additional transcript ordered at the same time. The fee for a transcript must be paid in
advance.

5.

Post-Exam/Pre-Grade Submission Transcri�ts
During the period in which grades are being submitted after the end of a semester, students
may have transcripts issued with grades only_ from prior semesters QI students may wait to
have transcripts issued until all grades have been submitted and entered on the computer.
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6.

Clearance by Student Finance

Prior to processing any certification or � req_uests, a student's account must be settled
with the Office of Student Finance.
D..

veriftcatinn 9f5b•dent Status

All re(l!lests for verification of student status (e.&_ for insurance forms; applications for travel
discounts; etc.) should be directed to the Office of the Registrar.
L.

Certiftcatinp fnt Bar E1aroiuations

Students are responsible for submitting_an aPQ_lication to the respective jurisdictions in which they
intend to sit for the bar examination. Students planning to sit for the New York State Bar
Examination should contact the Office of the Reg_istrar for information on deadlines and for
applications. Information may also be obtained directly from the NYS Bar Examiners by calling 1800-342-3335. Information on the New Jersey Bar Examination is available from the Office of the
Registrar. Students are advised to read the instructions for the New Jersey Bar Exam carefully since
an application is obtained .wJh via filing_ a notice of intent with the state of New Jersey. Students
applying for the bar exam in other jurisdictions must directly contact the State Board of Bar
Examiners in that state for information. Addresses for state boards may be obtained in the Office of
the Registrar. All requests for certification for bar examinations regardless of the state should be sent
to the Office of the Registrar.
F.

PROOF OF IMMUNIZATION
In accordance with New York State law, all CSL students are required to show proof of
immuniution against measles, mumps and rubella. Students must show documentation of
two doses ofmeasles vaccination and one dose each of mumps and rubella, submit the results
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of a blood test indicating immunity to the three illnesses, or submit documentation of the
eligibility for a waiver of the immunization requirement. Failure to provide proof of
immunization may result in the inability of the student to register for classes. Complete
infonnation on immuni7ation requirements is available through the Office of Student Services.

IV.

ETHICAL STANDARDS, STUDENT DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILJTY

A.

General Policy
A student's admission, continued enrollment, receipt of academic credits, graduation, and
award of any degree are entirely subject to the disciplinary powers of CSL, and to the
student's maintaining the hig_hest ethical, moral and intellectual standards.

B.

CSL Ethical Standard

1.

CSL Standard
Professional study, particularly of Jaw, requires excellence of character as much as excellence
of intellect. A Jaw student must adhere to the highest moral and ethical standards. It is a
violation of this standard for a student to engage in illegal conduct or conduct involving
dishonesty, fraud, deceit, misrepresentation, or other morally reprehensible conduct. It is also
a violation to engage in conduct which is intended to harm CSL.

2.

The Code of Professional Responsibility
The Code of Professional Responsibility as adopted by the American Bar Association is
hereby incorporated by reference into the CSL ethical standard. Students should be
particularly aware of Ethical Considerations 1-2 throug_h 1-6, and Disciplinary Rules 1-1-
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l(B), 1-102 (A) and (4), and 1-103(A). A copy of the code is available for review in the
library.
3.

Conduct on Examinations

It is..aviolationof the. CSL etbica) standard far. a student ta. ohtaio uoambarized iofanna.tion
about the contents of an examination prior to its administration. It is also a violation for a
student to consult with another :Qerson (except the instructor or the instructor's desigp.ee) or
to use unauthorized materials during examinations. In addition it is a violation for students
to fail to co�ly with instructions gtven by the CSL administration or by proctors prior to or
during an exam session regarding conduct during a test period. In the case of a "take home"
examination, it is a violation for students to eng__as_,e in any collaboration on the exam unless
the instructor explicitly grants pennission to do so. It is also a violation for a student to retain
unauthorized possession of an examination after the exam has been administered.
4.

Plagiarism

It is a violation of the CSL ethical standard for students to plagjarize the work of any other
individual or group. Except in situations where students are specifically directed to work
collaboratively with another :Q_erson or other persons, any work represented as the work of
an individual student must be solely that student's work product. Contributions of other
individuals to the work must be aimropriate)y cited and acknowledged.
The prohibition against plagiarism applies to all areas of student's work, including but not
limited to, P8l)e1'S, _iomnal notes, the CSL writing_ competition, Moot Court and leg_al writing
assigmnents, research projects, and competitions sponsored either by YU/CSL or an outside
org_anization, business or ag_ency.
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Students are bound by the CSL ethical standard to strictly adhere to the rules and regulations
governing all competitions, programs and activities in which they participate.
S.

Grade Confidentiality
It is a vio1ation of the CSL ethical standard for a student to knowingly obtain infonnation or
another student's academic perfonnance, unless that infonnation is provided freely by the
student. It is also a violation of the standard to communication any infonnation on another
student's academic perfonnance to any other individual or organimtion. This holds true even
in instances where a student initially �ovides this infonnation to another student. All
students' I.D. numbers, social security numbers, grades, grade point averages, and other
infonnation related to academic perfonnance is confidential. Attempts to receive or
disseminate confidential academic infonnation is strictly forbidden, except in instance where
a student freely chooses to discuss this infonnation with another person.

6.

Class Rank and Grade Point Average
Students who wish to include class rank or GPA infonnation on their resumes or any other
job-related application materials must do so accurately. Official GPA and class rank are
available only from the Regjstrar's Office. Students should not attempt to compute their own
GPA's

"MISTAKES" ARE NOT CONSIDERED AN EXCUSE.

Class rank is

determined every summer when all professors have turned in their grades, and not before.
The Dean's Office then publishes class rank curves for each class. The curve for your class
from last year becomes invalid the moment the new curve is published, and does not apply to
your current GPA. Students who are unable to obtain an official GPA from the registrar
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because of the missing grade or incomplete grade may not use a GPA or class rank on their
resumes.
Misrepresentation of S!'ades1 class rank, iournal membership, or a:ny other information on a
resume or cover letter is a violation of school regulations and will be subject to disciplinary
action. Students who falsify any information on their resumes will, in addition to any Law
School disciplinary actio� be barred from on-campus interviews indefinitely.
7.

Knowledge of Violations by Others
It is a violation of the CSL ethical standard for a student with knowledge of a violation of an
ethical standard not to disclose that knowledge to the Office of the Dean.

8.

Intellectual Standard
In addition to all other degree requirements1 a CSL student is expected to show seriousness
of intellectual purpose, respect for the views and convictions of others, and respect for
instructors, CSL and for the le� �ofession.

9.

Applications and Resumes
It is a violation of the CSL ethical standard for a student to use false or misleading
infunnation on resumes or on admission or scholarship applications, registration forms, or any
other CSL forms dealing with outside emp_loyment, attendance at other institutions, financial
status, degree requirements or any other items of information requested by CSL.

10.

Use of the University's Name
It is a violation of the CSL ethical standard for a student or association of students to use the
name of Yeshiva University or Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law in print for any purpose
without prior written permission from the Office of the Dean.
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11.

Student Responsibility
It is the responsibility of each student to be familiar with and to comply with all rules,
regulations and standards, to pay all fees and charges, and to meet all course requirements,
including prereqllisites and corectuisites. The deS!'ee candidate should note that completion
of the specified number of credits does not in itself satisfy degree requirements; the student
is additionally responsible for meeting_ all CSL rules and re�tions, examination
requirements, prerequisites and corequisites, and all other requirements listed in the CSL
Bulletin and.in.the. CSL Hand�>0k.

c.

Penalties
A student who infringes the ethical or intellectual standards of CSL is subject to imposition
of discipline at any time by the Dean including but not limited to:
1.

a grade of "F" in a course;

2.

removal of the student from student offices or from any student program or law
activity;

3.

suspension from CSL;

4.

expulsion from CSL;

5.

entering of the reason for discipline in the student's permanent record. All information
on disciplinary actions entered into a student's record will be made available to the
Character and.Fitness Committee of..Staut.Bar. Examiners when the student !ieeks
certification for admission to the bar;
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V.

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARDS

A.

General Policies
All CSL students are required to obtain an official CSL photo identification card. Photos are
taken fur I.D. cards early each semester. Students should watch for posted notices regarding
time and location of the photographer's sessions. Students must keep their identification
cards with them at all times, and present their cards each time they enter the building and any
time a member of the CSL security or administrative staffreq_!}ests that they do so. Valid
student identification cards nmst be presented when obtaining information from the Registrar's
Office or when checking out materials from the library (see section VI.B.).

B.

Replacement Identification Cards
Photo identification cards must be rep_laced as soon as possible. Students should g_o to the
Office of the Registrar where a new card will be typed and then report to the Guard's Desk
at the 5th Avenue entrance to have their picture taken.

C.

ARa Discounts
Students are advised to check in the SBA Office (Room 119) for information on local
merchants giving discounts upon presentation of Cardozo identification cards.

VI

LIBRARY RULES AND REGULATIONS

A..

Hours

1.

General Hours
Monday - Thursday

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 midni�t

Friday

8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
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Saturday

Closed

Sunday

10:00 am to 12:00 midnight

S11mmer Hours

3.

Monday - Thursday

8:00 am - 10:00 p.m

Friday

8:00 a.m - 6:00 p.m

Saturday

Closed

Sunday

10:00 a.m - 10:00 p.m

Special/Holiday Hours
Chang_es in hours for Fridays, holidays, vacation [>erlods, and intersessions are p_osted.
Students are advised to watch for notices regarding changes in hbrary hours.

B.

Rules and Replations

1.

Entrance to and Exit from the Library
Each student is issued an identification card (1.D.) during_ his/her first semester in school
which is revalidated each semester. I.D. cards are not transferable and may only be used by
the person to whom the card is issued. The I.D. card, which rrwst be carried at all times while
in the building, serves as a library card and must be presented upon request when using the
library. (Reg_istration receipts will serve as a substitute I.D. card until the card becomes
available). The library reserves the right to inspect all bags, briefcases, large purses, parcels,
etc., when students leave the hbrary.
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2.

Borrowing Rules
In order for a student to borrow library materials, s/he must present a valid CSL 1.D. card.
(Alwnni do not have borrowing privileges). Books for out-of-building use may be charged
wrtil 15 minutes prior to closing. Library materials cannot be taken into examination rooms.

3.

Returning of Books
A borrower is responsible for a book until it has been returned to the circulation desk and
properly discharged.

4.

Lost Books
The loss of a library book should be re�rted immediately. The charge for a lost book
includes the cost ofthe book plus the cost ofprocessing and cataloguing.

5.

Shelving Policy
Students are expected to reshelve the books they have used before leaving the hbrary.

6.

Eating, Drinking and Smoking
Eating and drinking are {!rohibited in the library. Brutg!Ilg_ food or drinks into the library is
also prolubited. Smoking is prohibited.

7.

Noise
Because study and research req__uires concentration, students should refrain from conversing
in the library. If students wish to talk, they should use a conference room or one of the
lounge areas outside the library.

8.

Violations
Students who fail to comply with hbrary re�tions are subiect to disciplinary action,
including, but not limited to, a suspension ofhbrary privileges.

c.

Collections

1.

Reserve Collection
The reserve collection consists of materials placed on reserve by either the faculty or the
hbrary staff.

2.

Non-reserve Collection
Books in the c�ified collection (treatises, textbooks, etc.) may be borrowed for two weeks
and may be renewed for two additional weeks.

3.

Non-circulating Materials
The following materials are not circulated outside the library at any time from either the open
shelves or from reserve:
a.. �leafseryices
b. digests
c. codes and statutes
d. citators
e... reference. collection
f. microform collection

4.

Microforms
Microforms do not circulate, but they may be re2roduced. Microform I)rinters are available
and coin-operated (ten cents per frame).

S.

Fines
a.

A fine of fifty cents per hour is charg_ed for each overdue item on reserve and for
materials circulated for twenty-four hours. The maximum charge is $5.00 per day.
A fine of $.10 per day is charged for other material which were on loan for two
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weeks. Fines are imposed to help guarantee that students and faculty will have
maximum use of materials.
b.

Notices are sent regularly when books are overdue.

c.

Students who have overdue library materials must present written authoriz.ation
indicating__ clearance at the time of reg__istration or before g_raduation in order to have
their registration processed or to be certified for graduation.
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Cnu{enmee Rooms
Conference rooms are for use by �oups of students who wish to hold discussions within the
library. They are available on a first-come, first-served basis.

E.

Comuuters

1.

Software
Students are not p_ennitted to copy_ or alter the software installed on any of the computers in
the Jaw hbrary. Students are not permitted to nm other program files or store any data on the
hard drives of the computer in the law h'brary.

2.

Hardware
Students are not permitted to attach their personal computing_ eq__uipment to any of the printers
or other hardware in the library. Students are not permitted to dismantle any computer or
printing equipment located in the library.

3.

Telecommunications
Students are not permitted to use the telecommunications capabilities in the library to access
information other than that already predetermined by the library for access from that location.

VII.

CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

A.

General Ovenriew
The Center for Professional Development is dedicated to assisting law students to articulate,

develop and eventually attain their professional goals. It offers a range of traditional and innovative
services and programs to :facilitate the career �Janning_ efforts of our students, and to maximize their
potential for employment.
The Center's services are available to all first year students beginning in November for
students entering law school in May and September, and in March for those students entering in
January. The National Association of Law Placement, of which Cardozo is a member, believes that
law students should be encouraged to spend the first few months of their tenure in law school free
of the stress of a job search, and the Center is connnitted to adhering to those guidelines except under
unusual circumstances. The Center also offers a full range of services, with the exception qf on
campus interviewing, to Cardozo alumni who are in need of career assistance.
The services the Center offers are designed to help all CSL students to identify and realize
their career goals. In law, unlike many other professions, this is a process which should begin during
the first year of law school, and will probably continue, in one form or another, over the entire span
of a forty or fifty year career. WJth proper �aration, the transition from the protected, if stressful,
world of the student into the sometimes difficult realities of law practice can be a series of exciting
experiences, rather than an abrupt and alarming plung_e. The staff at the Center is here to help you
make that transition as smoothly as possible, and to encourage each of you to use their services to
the fullest extent.

B.

Sen:ices and Pro1rams

1.

Career Counseling
Individual career counseling_ is an inteS!al part of the Center's placement services. Through
such counseling, students are provided with an opportunity to discuss career choices and
other related issues with members of a staff composed of law graduates and other
professionals in the fields of career development and law placement. A career counseling
session can assist students in determining_ their g_oals and pros�cts, developing_ methods for
achieving or reassessing those goals, identifying potential employment opportunities, and
learning to downplay individual weaknesses and emphasize individual strengths. The same
session may be used to review a student's resume and cover letter, or to discuss particular
issues of concern.

2.

Career Resource Library
The Center maintains an extensive career resource library in Room 1011, which contains a
broad range of directories, guides, reference materials, career guidance materials, handouts
prepared by the Center, and other information reg_arding__writing_ competitions, fellowships,
scholarships, symposia, law study abroad, and graduate law programs. Through proper use
ofthese valuable resources, students can identify or conduct research on areas of interest and
on potential employers, obtain data for mailing purposes, and gain valuable insights into the
art ofjob-seeking.

3.

Placement News
Placement News is an in-house newsletter published by the Center on a monthly basis and
distributed throughout the school The newsletter is used to disseminate placement
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information to students, faculty and administrators and contains important deadlines,
upcoming events, and news from the legal industry.
4.

Panels and Workshops
Throughout the academic year, the Center sponsors informative panels, workshops, and other
career related events. Previous panels have involved topics including entertainment law,
international law, environmental law, careers in government, post-graduate clerkships,
interviewing for the private/public sector and have drawn a diverse mix of panelists who have
succeeded in their fields.

Each fall and spring, the Center holds a series of career

development workshops for first-year students, which focus on such issues as resume and
cover letter writing, interviewing skills, and other job-search tactics. These workshops
prepare students for the job search and are considered an essential prerequisite for effective
career planning.
5.

Mock Interview Video Program
Recognizing the need for strong interviewing skills in today's intensely competitive job
market, the Center's Mock Interview Video Program is open to second and third year
students throughout the school year, and to first year students beginning in November.

6.

Mentor Program
Since 1985, the Center, in cooperation with the Cardozo Alumni Association, has coordinated
the successful Alumni Mentor Program, in which second year students are matched with
practicing attorneys who provide advice and guidance regarding a range of career
development issues.
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7.

Reciprocity Service
For the benefit of students and graduates who are conducting_ a iob search outside of the New
York metropolitan area, the Center maintains reciprocity agreements with law school
placement offices throughout the country.

8.

On-Campus Interview Program
Each :fall, major law firms, public interest, and government agency representatives come on
campus to interview second and third year Cardozo students for swnmer and permanent
positions. Students who wish to participate in the program must go through the on-campus
interview registration process, which generally occurs during the second week in July. On
-campus interviews serve as a screening_procedure through which employers determine which
students will be invited to the employer's office for a more comprehensive interview,
generally referred to as a "callback".

9.

Off-Campus Interview Program
The Off-Campus Interview J_)l'08!'8fll offers several ahematives to prospective employers who
do not elect to come on campus in a given year, including resume collection by the Center or
providing a mechanism for employers to receive resumes directly from students.

10.

Out-of-Town Interview Program
In an effort to enhance and capitaliz.e on Cardozo's strong_national reputation, the Center has
instituted an outreach program through which law firms and agencies conduct "on-campus"
interviews with Cardozo students in centrally located hotels in major Northeastern cities. In
previous years, we have held such recruitment days in Washington, DC and Philadelphia, PA.
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11.

JobLine
JobLine is a database ofstudents and recent graduates that is available to employers seeking
an employee to work part-time. Students and recent graduates enter their preferences and
resume on a disk so that their resume can be faxed to an employer who meets their
requirements (i.e., area ofinterest, location, etc.) Resumes are faxed within 48 hours ofan
employer's request. The employer then contacts directly any applicants whom they wish to
interview.

12.

Outside Recruitment Events
Each year, Cardozo participates in several important recruitment events in the New York
area:
The Northeast BLSA Law Student Job Fair, for African American, Asian American, Latino
and Native American law students, held in Manhattan each fall, provides minority law
students with the opportunity to interview with a range oflegal employers from around the
nation. The annual Public Interest/Public Service Legal Career Symposium, hosted by NYU
Law School, encourages the exchange of career and employment information between
practicing attorneys from public interest and public sector organizations nationally and law
students from the tri-state area. It features a series ofpanel discussions, information tables
where students may meet informally with agency representatives, and pre-scheduled
interviews for summer and post-graduate positions. Cardozo also participates in the Patent
Law Interview Program held in Chicago for law students interested in pursuing a career in
patent law; the SciLaw Recruiting Conference held in Washington, DC for students interested
in intellectual property, health, computer and environmental law; and the NAPIL Public
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Interest Law Career Fair, also held in Washington, DC for students who wish to work for
public interest organizations.
13.

Data-on-Disk

The Center maintains a database of law firms with contact names and addresses. After
meeting with a counselor, students may request a search of the database by geographical
locations that can be used as a computer mail merge.
14.

Post-Graduate Clerkships

Clerking for a Federal Judge, High-State Court Judge, or Magistrate Judge is considered to
be one of the most prestigious positions a young lawyer can obtain upon graduation. A
clerkship will hone future lawyering skills and greatly enhance a future legal career. Students
with strong academic records are encouraged to apply for these exceptional positions and to
broaden the geographic scope of their applications to maximize their chances of obtaining a
clerkship. The Center presents informational meetings regarding clerkships in the fall o.f each
year. The Center, in conjunction, with the Clerkship and Placement Committee, forwards
faculty letters of recommendation individually addressed to each judge to whom a student
applies. Updated lists of all Federal and many of the states' highest courts are available to
students through the Center, each year, usually in November. The database is also available,
upon request, on a diskette ready to mail merge a student's applications for internships or
post-graduate clerkships. Students are encouraged to meet with Nancy Kramer or a member
of the Center staff or of the Faculty Clerkship Committee to discuss that application process.
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15.

Job Listing Boards and Binders

Throughout the year, legal employers from a range of law firms, agencies, public interest
organiz.ations and corporations write or call to list hundreds of summer, part-time, internship
and postgraduate positions with the Center. The job boards are located in the corridor
outside the Center's offices. Companion job binders, which contain all the information
necessary to apply for the positions are located in the Career Resource Library (Room 1011)
and are accessible only to Cardozo students and alumni.
16.

Funding for Summer Public Interest Employment

Working in the public sector for the summer can be a fruitful and substantive experience of
great value in terms of both developing skills and contributing to society. Several funding
sources are available for summer public interest work. Funding sources that were available
in the summer of 1996 included the Cardozo Public Interest Stipend Program, Samuel and
Ronnie Heyman Fellowship in Corporate Governance, Carl C. Ichan Foundation Institute for
Child Protection Grant Program, Telford Taylor Fellowships in Public International Law,
Cardozo/Howard M. Squadron Fellowships in Law, Media and Society, Federal Work Study
Grant, and the Charles H. Revson Law Student's Public Interest Fellowship Program.
17.

Summer Institute

The Summer Institute for Placement and Career Development is an innovative program
combining academic seminars (for credit), in areas including bankruptcy, entertainment,
environmental law, family law, international trade, Israeli business law, labor and employment
law, and civil and criminal litigation, with substantive, practical legal training at participating
public and private law offices. The Summer Institute is open to any Cardozo student who has
completed at least one year of law school. Specific information regarding registration
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procedures, seminar topics, faculty and anticipated placements is available to students in late
February.
18.

Tulane/Cardozo International Institute- Uri & Caroline Bauer Israel Program
Cardozo, in conjunction with Tulane Law School, offers the Uri and Caroline Bauer Israel
Program, which allows students to combine academic course work with outstanding
internship opportunities. This is an excellent opportunity for those students interested in the
region, in international affairs generally, and in pursuing a career in Israel. Each spring, the
Center publishes a list of internships available in Israel for the month of June before classes
start in mid-July.
The Center coordinates two scholarship programs related to the Institute. Through the Uri
and Caroline Bauer Israel Program, the law school awards (I) need based grants to students
participating in the Institute and (2) stipends to students participating in the Institute who
have secured an unpaid internship in Israel in either the public or private sectors.

19.

Academic Year Opportunities
Clinical Programs
There are many outstanding programs designed to enhance students' legal skills and
knowledge, available to Cardozo students. Each of the clinics focuses on a different area of
law and offers diverse perspectives on the legal system. Each semester, the Center distributes
a detailed handout explaining the requirements and application procedures for each clinic.
Clinical programs offered in the past have included: Alexander Fellows Judicial Clerkship
Program, Cardozo Bet Tzedek Legal Services, Cardozo Bet Tzedek Community Services
Clinic, Corporation Counsel's Appellate Externship, Criminal Appeals Clinic, Criminal Law
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Clinic, Immigration Law Clinic, Innocence Project, Mediation Clinic, Prosecutor Practicum
and Colloquium, Tax Clinic, and Telecommunications Workshop.
20.

Other Credited Programs
The Center coordinates other programs for credit, including the Heyman/ACCA In-House
Counsel Externship Program, and the Intellectual Property Law Externship Program. The
Heyman/ACCA In-House Counsel Internship Program provides internship positions in in
house corporate law departments to second and third year law students. The Intellectual
Property Externship Program offers a rigorous and stimulating program that includes legal
theory courses taught by scholars and practically-oriented courses taught by adjunct
professors, combined with internship positions at a law firm or business that specializes in
relevant intellectual property issues.
The descriptions above cover only a portion of the services, programs, and recruitment efforts
made by the Center for Professional Development. For a more complete description of the
Center, and for a wealth of career preparation information, students are strongly encouraged
to refer to The Student Manual prepared by the Center for Professional Development, and
available in Room 1011.

VIIl. OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCES
A.

General Policy
University regulations require the full payment of tuition and all fees in order to complete
registration. Students taking 6 credits or less may elect to.pay on a per-credit basis. Students
taking 7 or more credits are responsible for full payment for the semester. Checks should be
made payable to Yeshiva University. All payments must be made directly to the Office of
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ta1dng 7 or more credits are responsible for full payment for the semester. Checks should be
made payable to Yeshiva University. All payments must be made directly to the Office of
Student Finances (OSF); no other office, except the Office of Admissions, which collects
entering students' tuition deposits, is authorized by the University to accept payments. In the
event that a tuition increase is annmmced, the increase is effective for all semesters beginning
after May 1st.
B.

Payment

1.

Billing
Bills are sent to the student's permanent address approximately one month prior to the start
of each semester. Anyone wishing to have bills sent to another address must notify the Office
of Student Finance in writing.

2.

Payment Terms
All bills must be paid in full, or special clearance must be granted, in order to register for
classes. Students with outstanding obligations to the University will not be allowed to
register or attend classes.

3.

Payment Deferments
A student may defer paying a semester's bill if and only if the student has submitted a Stafford
Student Loan (formerly GAL) application by the announced deadline. All such applications
should be submitted to the OSF. OSF will process ap12lications and forward them to the
student's bank. OSF will grant a student a payment deferment while the loan is being
processed. Upon endorsing the bank check, students are required to make any additional
necessary payments.
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c..

Einaneial Aid

1.

Cardom Student Loans
In addition to the Stafford Student Loan pro� students may apply for financial assistance
from the University. CSL offers eligible students a low interest loan; for the current academic
year the interest on Cardozo Student Loans is 7%. The tenns of the loan call for complete
repayment of principal and interest within eight years of graduation or leaving school. All
students with outstanding__loan obligations to the University are req¢red to keep OSF notified
of any name/address change.

2.

Eligibility and A pplication
To determine eli8!bility for CSL loans, students must comp_lete and file the United Student
Aid Funds, Inc. single file Form. Because assistance awards are granted on a continuous
basis, it is important that students file the sing!e file, and any fonns req!).ired by OSF! by the
announced deadline. Filing deadlines are as follows: for January -- November 25; for May -
March 15; and for Augyst-Ap_ril 15. It is UJ:ll!Ortant to note that the Cardozo Loan Progrcun
is designed to supplement other fonns of aid available to students. A student must first take
advantag_e of the Stafford Student Loan Q!"O� before a Cardozo Loan will be allocated.

D.

Withdrawal

1.

Tuition Refunds
Students who withdraw Q.rior to the first day_ of class are entitled to a full refund. Students
who withdraw during the first two weeks of the semester are eligible for a 75% tuition refund;
students who withdraw durin&__the second two weeks of the semester are elig!_ble for a 50%
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tuition refund; fees are not refundable. Students who withdraw after the first four weeks are
not eligible for a refund and are responsible for paying the full tuition for the entire semester.
2.

Official Date of Withdrawal
The Official date of withdrawal is the day the Office of the Registrar �ocesses the req__uest
after the approval of the Dean.

IX.

STUDENT SERVICES

A.

Buildin& Hours

1.

Main Entrance
The entrance at SS Fifth Avenue is open as follows:
Monday-Thursday

7:30 a.m.- 12:00 midnight

Friday

7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Saturday

Building Closed

Sunday

9:00 a.m -midnight

Changes in these hours necessitated by holidays and winter Friday schedules will be posted
at the entrances.
2.

12th Street Entrance
The building entrance of 12th Street opens at 8:30 a.m. each weekday, and at 9:00 a.m. on
Sunday. It will close at the appointed building closing time each day.

3.

Smoke Free Environment Policy
Cardoz.o provides a smoke-free enviromnent for those who work and study at the law school.
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There is no smokin�_in I?_ublic areas at the schooi includin&.. but not limited to, the lobby,
lounges, the third floor food service area, student organiz.ation and publication offices,
hallways, stairwells, and study areas.
Smoking is permitted � in enclosed, private offices such as in a filculty member's private
office, and only with the P._ermission of the P._erson in that office. Those who do not have
access to a private office must leave the building should they wish to smoke.
B.

Administrative Office Hours

1.

General Office Hours

Office hours for all Cardozo administrative offices are 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 l!.!m. Monday
through Thursday, and 9:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Friday.
2.

Center for Professional Development

In addition to the general administrative office hours listed above, the Center for Professional
Development is open until 8:00 �m. on Wednesday evenings.
C.

Faculty and Student Materials Office

1.

Submission of Assignments

At times, professors may direct students to collect and/or turn in Legal Writing_materials,
take-home examinations, or papers to the Faculty Office (Room 527) Students should note
that all papers are to be delivered and �icked upfrom the RecepJ_ion Window of the Faculty
Office between 9:00 am. and 5:00 p.m.from Monday to Thursday, and on Fridayfrom 9:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. These hours are strictly enforced, so students are advised to plan
accordingly. Changes in these hours will be posted outside the reception window.

2.

Messages and Queries

Students who wish to leave me�s for facu1tLmembers or who have �eries aI?QrOQriate
for the Faculty Office staff are directed at all times to the Facu1ty Office Reception window.
3.

St11dent Materials

Students who wish to obtain or submit course materials shou1d do so from the Facu1ty
Services Reception window, Room 527 at the times noted above.
D.

Student Sen:ices Office
The Office of Student Services exists to serve students during their time at Cardozo.
Students experiencing academic or personal problems are encouraged to come to the office
for advisement, supQ9rt, referral to aPQ!OQ__riate counseling__ services, or information and
assistance in following Cardozo's policies and procedures.

1.

Penonal Counseling

Law school can be a stressful environment for those Qursuing_S!:aduate studies. Often
students have difficulty coping with the pressures inherent in this competitive environment.
In addition, factors in a student's �nal life may make it difficult for him/her to �t the most
out of an educational experience. The Office of Student Services was created to provide
students with a place to &Q when helQ_is needed in negQtiating_the demands of life as a law
student. From this office, assistance is available to students for a variety of problems,
including but not limited to Q__hy�ical illness, substance abuse, sexual assauh or harassment,
academic difficu1ties, emotional distress, and family problems. In addition, the office works
with physically challeng_ed students and those with learnin&__disabilities to improve their
experience at Cardozo.

Students who are experiencing difficulties or who need special sup�rt services are strongly
urged to come to the Student Aflairs Office to discuss their situations. This office will work
in conl!lllction with CSL faculty__and other administrative offices to aid students.
2.

Student Life

In addition to working_ with individual students, the Office of Student Services is concerned
with the quality of student life at Cardozo. Student organizations may come to the office for
advice, information and assistance, and individuals wishing_to e�ress their o�inions, or make
suggestions regarding student activities and services should make this office the starting point
for their discussions.
E.

Health Insurance

1.

General Information

During_ the 1996-97 academic year, Yeshiva University has arranged to have health insurance
provided to its students through the Student Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan offered
by John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Com:Q_an� A brochure and enrollment fonn will be
sent to each student during the summer. Additional brochures will be available from the
Dean's Office, Room 1026.
2.

Questions

Students who need information about insurance cover�, or who· need assistance with a
specific problem can contact Paul Goldschmidt in the University's Office of Risk Management
at (212) 960-5360.
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· F.

Io,iuries on the Premises
Students who suffer p_hysical in.h!t"Y_while on University_p__remises should immediately contact
the security guard in the lobby and notify the Office of Student Services. Students who need
assistance due to illness or iniury,_ or students who are aware of another p_erson who needs
assistance should immediately contact a security guard by dialing extension 303 or going to
the security S!Wd p_osts in the front lobby_ _or near the 12th Street entrance.

G.

Lost or Stolen Books and Property
All losses or thefts should immediately_ be re1?9rted to a security S!Wd and to the Office of
the Student Affairs. Students are advised not to leave their belongings unattended and to
carefully lock their lockers after use. Students looking_for lost J!ro�rty should check the
Lost and Found located in the Student Materials Room 125. Students should also check with
the Office of the Dean,_ the Office of Student Services if lost items are not found in the Room
125. In addition, the Library maintains a Lost and Found for items recovered there.

H.

Counseling

1.

Sources

Students may al!l!roach any_member of the faculty_ or administration for advice or counsel.
2.

Academic Counseling

Students may receive academic counseling_from members of the faculty, the Office of Student
Services, or from the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. Students should check postings
for faculty members' office hours, and for any�ial advisement l!_l"OS!ams offered duringJhe
semester.

3.

Personal Counseling

Students e�enc�sonal and/or school-related Q_roblems should contact the Office of
Student Services. Assistance is available there for students coping with a wide range of
I?_roblems, including_but not limited to illness1 substance abuse, sexual assault or harassment,
academic difficulties, em:>tional � and fiunily problems. Students who are experiencing
difficulty in their l!eI'50nal lives are enco�d to make use of the Office of Student Services
to lessen the impact on their academic experience, and to obtain support for themselves. For
I?_roblems that cannot be handled within the Office, referrals to other resources are available
upon request.
4.

Career Counseling

CounselingJm career issues is available through the Center for Professional Development.
I.

Student Lockers
Entering__ students will be assiS!_led lockers at the be&.inning_.of their first semester. Each
student is entitled to one locker. Requests for specific lockers cannot be honored. At the end
of the year, S!OOuating_�dents must vacate their lockers. Any locks that remain after the
designated day are cut off. CSL is not responsible for the locker contents. Questions
reS!ll'ding_ locker assi�nts should be directed to the Office of Admissions.

J.

Student Lounu
The student lo� is located on the third floor and is �nerally available for CSL student use
at all times that the building is open. Students should demonstrate consideration for others
by refraining from loud noise, limiting__their consum:Qtion of food and bev� to the
designated areas, and disposing of their trash before leaving the lounge.

K.

Class Cancellations
Whenever a class is canceled, an official notice is p_laced on the second floor bulletin board.
Every attempt is made to place an additional copy of the notice on the door of the classroom.

L.

School Closing
If school is closed due to inclement weather, an announcement will be made, ifJ;?Ossible, on
local radio stations. Students may also call the school for this information (790-0200).

M..

Hookstore
The bookstore is o�rated by_ the M.J.& K. Coffil!any. All reqy.ired books, suimlementary
materials, and supplies, are available. The bookstore is located in Room 210, and hours of
op_eration are posted on the door.

N.

Student Bar Association
The Student Bar Association is Cardozo's student gQvernment. The 24 elected students
represent the student body on various committees which address student concerns and needs
ranging from Food Services and Facilities Management to Placement and Student Life.
Currently, the SBA recognizes and funds the following groups:
Arts and Entertainment Law Society
American Bar Association
Arts and Entertainment Newsletter
Black Asian Latino Law Students Association
Business Law Society
Cardozo Friends oflsrael
Cardozo Law Women
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Coalition for Diversity
Computer Law Society
Criminal Law Society
Environmental Law Society
Federalist Society
Foreign Law Students Association
The Cardozo Law Forum
Goldberg Association
Health Law Society
International Law Society
Law and Politics Society
Lehman Society
Lesbian and Gay_ Alliance
National Lawyers Guild
Phi Alpha Delta
Real Estate Law Society
Ret�Students Society
Unemployment Action Center
United Jewish Appeal
Yearbook
In addition, the SBA �nsors Ham?.Y__Hour events, movie nig!its and offers �cial discounts
for Broadway plays and comedy shows.
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X.

BULLETIN BOARDS, NOTICES AND USE OF ROQMS

A.

Allocation of Bulletin Board Space

1.

Bo.ard..Loca.tjons
There are bulletin boards located on the second, third, fourth seventh and tenth floors.
a.

Official CSL Bulletin Boards
On the second floor, the g___Iass-enclosed bulletin board serves as the official CSL
Bulletin Board. Students are urged to review the materials on this board on a daily
basis.

b.

Student Message Board
�site the �losed bulletin board on the second floor is a cork board which
is available for general student use. Students may use this space for messages
regarding housing, transportation and items for sale. Student organiz.ations may also
use this board (as well as the seventh floor board) for announcements of meetings and
events.

c.

Third Floor Boards
The third floor bulletin boards, located near the student mailboxes, are reserved for
notices regarding SBA activities and events.

d.

Fourth Floor Bulletin Boards
Bulletin boards on the fourth floor are allocated to SBA grouQ$ by the SBA for
notices regarding meetings, events and other organiz.ation activities. In addition, the
Center for Professional Develop_ment maintains a bulletin board on the fourth floor
for information of interest to students from the Center.

e.

Seventh Floor Bulletin Boards
There are two bulletin boards on the seventh floor outside the library. The right-hand
side ofthe bulletin board is reserved for notices :from the Office of the Dean. The left
hand side of the board is reserved for student use.

f.

Tenth Floor Bulletin Boards
Glass enclosed bulletin boards for use by_ the administration are located near the
elevators on the 12th Street side of the building. In addition, the Center for
Professional Develop_ment maintains bulletin boards outside its offices.

B.

Bulletin Board Rules and Regulations

1.

Notice/Event Aperoval
Notices �sted on student mes� boards or by SBA 8.!'0up_s need not be ap_p_roved bi the
Office of the Dean. Students should note, however, that the posting of any notice on these
or any other student bulletin boards connotes no approval by CSL of the subject matter,
speakers, participants, etc. of the announced meeting or event.

2.

Location of Notices
Students are not permitted to Q9st notices in the stairwells, locker rooms or on the walls, nor
are they permitted to post notices on the glass windows in doors, or on the revolving door
at the :front entrance.

C.

Student Meetings and Activities

1.

Room.�e
Student Bar Association org_aniz.ations, and any other student org_aniz.ations approved by the
Office of the Dean may use CSL space for meetings.
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2.

Room Space Requests

Student groups wishing to hold a meeting_at CSL must submit a "Room Re�est" form to the
Office of the Dean for approval. Room Requests should be submitted two weeks before the
scheduled date of the meetin&__lecture,_ etc. A student re:Q!'esentative should colllJ!!ete this
form and submit it to the Office of the Dean. Confirmation of a room assignment must be
received before g_roups publish their meeting_ time and room. This is absolutely necessary to
avoid scheduling conflicts. Failure to clear room assignments through the Office of the Dean
may result in a S!Oup's inability_to continue using_CSL space for its meetings.
3.

Publication of Activities

Awoved student organizations which have cleared their req_uests for space may_ place notices
of their meetings, lectures, events, etc. on the second floor cork bulletin board, the third floor
cork bulletin board, and the board on the seventh floor outside the library. In addition,
notices may be posted in elevators on the open bulletin boards. (Glass enclosed boards are
reserved for the Center for Professional Development.) Notices may_ not be put on the walls
or in the stairwell.
4.

Food Services

Student gi:oups wishingJo order food through_ YU Food services must submit their request
for approval and processing three weeks in advance of the schedule meeting. All food served
at events, sponsored by CSL org__anizations must be Kosher.

D.

Student Mailboxes
Student mailboxes are located on the third floor and are available for student use (to contact
other students) as well as for official communications. Solicitations from outside vendors
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may not be distributed through student mailboxes. Students must check their mailboxes on
a daily basis or risk missing important notices.

E.

Personal Messages
CSL cannot transmit p_ersonal teleQ_hone � to students exce.Q_t in emer�c�situations.
Students should instruct their friends and fiunilies not to telephone them at the school. In the
event of a true emergency (e.g. family illness or death), students may be contacted through
the Office of the Dean. Students wishing to communicate with other students may use the
second floor cork bulletin board or the student mailboxes.

F.

Class Assip,ments
Assignments are regu]arly posted on the second floor bulletin board. Students are responsible
for checking this board on a daily basis. Note that there is one section for first-year
assi8!)Illellts and another section reserved for UI!I!_er-level assi�nts.
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